Effects of nanofluids containing graphene/graphene-oxide nanosheets on critical heat flux
The superb thermal conduction property of graphene establishes graphene as an excellent material for thermal management. In this paper, we selected graphene/graphene oxide nanosheets as the additives in nanofluids. The authors interestingly found that the highly enhanced critical heat flux ͑CHF͒ in the nanofluids containing graphene/graphene-oxide nanosheets ͑GON͒ cannot be explained by both the improved surface wettability and the capillarity of the nanoparticles deposition layer. Here we highlights that the GON nanofluid can be exploited to maximize the CHF the most efficiently by building up a characteristically ordered porous surface structure due to its own self-assembly characteristic resulting in a geometrically changed critical instability wavelength. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3459971͔
Nanofluids are colloidal dispersions of nanoparticles in a base fluid. 1 One of the most interesting characteristics of nanofluids is their capability to enhance the critical heat flux ͑CHF͒ significantly. 2, 4 Since CHF is the upper limit of phasechange nucleate boiling heat transfer ͑BHT͒ as the most efficient heat transfer mode, such enhancement provides the potential for major performance improvement in many practical applications such as electronic chips and nuclear plants with ever higher-power-density with concerns of thermal management. For that reason, so far, many kinds of nanoparticles such as Al 2 O 3 , TiO 2 , ZnO, and Au as well as Ag have been investigated for BHT and CHF. There is a consensus that such enhancement is related to buildup of deposition layer of nanoparticles during boiling of nanofluids. [3] [4] [5] [6] In order to prove it, some researchers indirectly showed that deposition layer of nanoparticles improved both surface wettability and capillarity. 7, 8 A question is rising on that there are no consideration of morphology of buildup of deposition layer by choosing some optimal nanoparticles with, for example, higher thermal conductivity, or better nanoparticle shape to enhance the CHF. Furthermore, the deposition layers should depend on the self-assembly characteristics of the nanomaterials. Therefore, the starting idea for the current work is to maximize CHF by adopting a material with better thermal conductivity and self-assembly characteristics to form a more beneficial structure to CHF enhancement.
Recently, there are a lot of interests about graphene, a single atomic layer thick, plane of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice. Graphene's near room temperature thermal conductivity is in the range from 3500-5300 W/mK. Therefore, it appears that the superb thermal conduction property of graphene establishes graphene as an excellent material for thermal management. 9 For that reason, we selected graphene and graphene oxide nanosheets as the additives of nanofluids to realize our staring idea regarding an optimal buildup-layer.
Graphene and graphene oxide nanofluids are prepared from graphite ͑powder size Ͻ45 m͒. Modified Hummers method is used in preparing the graphene and graphene oxide nanofluids. The concentration of both graphene and graphene oxide nanofluid is 0.001 vol % ͑see the Fig. 1͒ . Alumina nanofluids is also prepared with same concentration to compare the enhancement mechanisms in terms of the build-up layer structure. The boiling CHF experiments were performed through Joule heating method with nickel-chrome ͑80/20͒ wires.
a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: icbang@unist.ac.kr. Tel.: ϩ82-52-217-2915. The graphene oxide nanofluid shows the largest CHF enhancement of 179%. The CHF of graphene nanofluid was 84% higher than CHF of pure water. Alumina nanofluid shows the 152% enhancement of CHF ͓see Fig. 4͑a͒ for the CHF values of test fluids.͔ After pool boiling experiments, build-up layers are observed on the heating surface. Figure 1 is the SEM images of heating wires which show the build-up layer structures. It is interesting that graphene-oxide nanofluid shows the build-up of a characteristically ordered porous structure compared to disordered deposition structure of alumina nanofluid and larger and less-ordered structure of graphene nanofluid. So far, CHF enhancement has been interpreted by change in the surface wettability and capillarity due to such deposition layers. Therefore, we investigated the surface wettability and capillarity of our surfaces to figure out the mechanisms of such enhancement, especially graphene oxide structure showing the highest CHF value. Initially, our expectation has been on the most improved surface wettability and capillarity. However, the result of observation of contact angle indicating the surface wettability was not on that. The contact angles of wires boiled in graphene oxide and graphene nanofluids are larger than one of bare wire boiled in pure water while the wire boiled in alumina nanofluid shows the wellknown reduction in contact angle as shown in Fig. 2 . In the following, the capillary wicking height ͑L c =2 cos / gr͒ was observed only for alumina nanofluid ͑L c = 1.21 mm͒. Both graphene and graphene oxide nanofluids did not show any capillarity as shown in Fig. 3 .
One of the well-known CHF prediction model considering a surface condition in terms of contact angle is Kandlikar's 10 CHF prediction model based on force balance on a bubble.
where q CHF Љ is the CHF, g is the gas density, f is the liquid density, h fg is the latent heat from liquid state to gas state, is the surface tension, and , , and are receding contact angle, heater surface angle, and surface tension, respectively. When we checked the prediction model, the wettability or contact angle effect to CHF is basically based not on the advancing contact angle but on the receding contact angle ͑͒ because the growing bubble due to heat transfer from the surface physically causes the receding state of liquid on the surface. So, lastly we checked the receding angle for the surfaces as shown in Fig. 2 .
While the effect of Al 2 O 3 nanofluid could be explained by the improved surface wettability even with receding contact angle, however, interestingly, the enhancement of CHF for graphene/graphene oxide nanofluids could not be explained directly by the receding angle which has not been decreased but rather increased. Just in case, if the receding angle of 50°may be considered as hydrophilic angle ͑even though capillarity did not show reflection of such angle or no wicking height͒ and if we consider the complete wetting situation of Wendzel 11 on the porous structure with such hydrophilic case, we can add the effect of increase in effective liquid layer thickness to the Sadsivian's 12 macrolayer model ͑50°receding angle͒. It is the additional porous layer thickness considering the liquid-filled porous layer ͑porous layer volume:4r b 2 ␦ porous where , r b , and ␦ are porosity, bubble radius, and thickness, respectively͒.
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where qЉ, f , h fg , and d , are the heat flux, liquid density, evaporation heat, and time to dry out the macrolayer liquid film, respectively. However, even in this case, the increase in the receding angle gives 150% decrease in CHF. Therefore, the CHF enhancement substantially should depend on the porous layer thickness.
We confirmed that it is very difficult to interpret the enhanced CHF of nanofluids containing graphene and GON by using the surface wettability and capillarity which have been responsible for CHF enhancement of the conventional nanofluids. Figure 3 shows the result of capillary wicking effect on coated wires. In order to clearly display the boundary of liquid on wire, the white paint was used. Liquid rise was observed in only Al 2 O 3 coated wire.͔ What is the reason why graphene/graphene oxide nanofluids show the CHF enhancement without such improved surface wettability and capillarity? We give an attention to the superb thermal conductivity of graphene or graphene oxide. Graphene oxide layer with higher thermal conductivity may assist in dissipating the hot spot by enhancing radial conduction on the surface. The effect of conduction in the heater 13 is typically described by the so-called "thermal activity," S as follows:
which is the product of the heater characteristic dimension ͑␦͒ and the heater material effusivity ͑ ͱ h c h k h where h , c h , and k h are density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity for heater material, respectively͒. The higher the thermal activity, the more effectively conduction can dissipate the hot/dry spot. The high-effusivity layer on the surface of the wire increases the heater thermal activity and thus can delay CHF.
14 The CHF enhancement for graphene and graphene oxide nanofluids may be interpreted as thermal dissipation improvement due to its higher effusivity. ͑S nichrome ϳ 6 , 535, S alumina ϳ 11 100, S graphene ϳ 88 974͒
Next, we pay our attention to hydrodynamic instability theory or hydrodynamic liquid-choking limit again because there is an intriguing report to link the change in hydrodynamic instability wavelength into the CHF enhancement of a porous coating layer. 15 The basic idea is that the hydrodynamic limit model based on Rayleigh-Taylor instability wavelength ͑ RT,c ͒ on the plain surface originally proposed by Zuber 16 can be extended to a surface with microstructure coating and the capillary limit. The onset of CHF based on the hydrodynamic limit is due to the instability of vapor columns. The porous layer could change the critical distance between vapor columns on the heater and thus modify the critical instability wavelength. Liter and Kaviany 15 explained the effect of such modulation wavelength m on CHF of a porous coating layer with the following equation:
We checked the change in the wavelength by a simple experiment as shown in Fig. 4 ͑insets of photographs͒. Surprisingly the wavelength change corresponds to the CHF enhancement tendency for all tested nanofluids ͑alumina and graphene/graphene oxide͒ as shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ compared to the effect of contact angle of Fig. 4͑a͒ . The wavelength can be a geometrically determined factor according to the surface condition. 15 As the result, the change in wavelength prolongs the wetting of the surface by allowing the liquid to break through which means the enhancement of CHF. Recognizing that the CHF enhancement and wavelengths reported in the literature are not exactly matched with the prediction of Eq. ͑5͒, we can, however, conclude that the modulation of wavelength can sufficiently support the CHF enhancement of graphene/graphene oxide nanofluids compared to surface wettability and capillarity. 
